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Abstract 
In the article only selected information regarding the SHM applications has been presented. These 

applications are associated with damage detection and damage growth monitoring. That approach has got 
crucial influence on the aircraft maintenance procedures. SHM ensures higher reliability and safety of the 
structures as well as repair monitoring. Right now in the AFIT, there is being conducted research work 
focused on the application of the SHM system for the integration with the aerospace structures for 
periodical and on-line monitoring. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In recent years there has been observed an enormous growth of interest in continuous and 
periodical condition monitoring of civil and aerospace structures with the use of Structural Health 
Monitoring techniques (called SHM) [1,2]. Such systems use ‘physics’ of NDT for data 
acquisition with the use of so called “smart layers” [3,4]. These “smart layers” are based on sensor 
networks distributed in the structure of the object under monitoring. Such an approach enables 
condition monitoring with limited human interaction. In this article, a brief description of such 
techniques for the aerospace application will be delivered. Techniques such as the guided waves 
with the use of PZT application as well as CVM™ (Comparative Vacuum Monitoring), will be 
described [5]. Moreover, a few examples of the monitoring activities conducted by the AFIT will 
be presented. 
 
2. METHODOLOGY OF CRACK GROWTH ANALYSIS 
 

One of the important examples of the monitoring necessity is rotorcrafts. According to the 
report by the Australian Transportation Board [6]: from 1985 to 2003 there were 776 accidents 
with the increased trend (36 accidents in 1985 to 43 in 2001). 

One of the dramatic examples of the monitoring necessity was the accident of the military 
helicopter in France where 8 people were killed in the flight accident caused by the main rotor 
blade separation [7]. 

In the main rotor blade of the helicopters used in the Armed Forces as well as in more popular 
smaller rotorcrafts, there occur fatigue cycle phenomena which may lead to critical failure [8]. 
Monitoring such failure modes is crucial from the safety and durability of the structure point of 
view [9]. It is possible to describe the critical damage areas, which is very important from the 
maintenance point of view [8]. 

Monitoring such areas may be performed with the use of the classic NDT approach [10]. 
Modern maintenance philosophies require a more advanced approach to structural integrity 
monitoring such as the multimode NDE approach. 
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The failure modes crucial from the maintenance point of view are: SCC [1], fatigue cracks and 
material defects [8]. In picture 1, the failure mode scenario for the main rotor blade has been 
presented. 

 
Fig. 1. Geometry for inspection 

 
The structural assessment of the rear web of the main rotor blade is more difficult not only from 

the accessibility point of view. Other issues are: the height to width ratio of the inspected element 
as well as lack of signal transmission between the skin and the spar (Pic. 2). During R&D work 
conducted in the Institute (AFIT) for the structure assessment, conventional NDT methods have 
been used (ultrasonic and eddy current). But these techniques do not allow for rear web inspection. 
Because of that, monitoring techniques which use the embedded sensors have been applied. For 
that purpose the CVM™ and PZT sensors were used. 
 

    

   
Fig. 2. Blade monitoring of the rear wall with the use of PZT and CVM™  

and signal from the sensors 
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For the blade monitoring, the PZT sensors were used. These sensors enable elastic waves 
generation in the blade structure. For such geometry, the Rayleigh – Lamb waves are generated. 
Because of thin wall geometry, A and S (antysymmetric and symmetric) wave modes are 
generated. The Rayleigh – Lamb waves may be described with the relation [11]: 
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where: 
d – material thickness; 
k – wave number: k= ω/Vf

 (phase velocity) (kt, kl – wave numbers for compressional and shear 
wave); m – exponent (+1 symmetric modes, -1 antisymmetric modes); 
p2 = (kt
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Based on the wave propagation analysis as well as the phenomena connected with reflection 

and mode conversion, the signal analysis is being performed. Such analysis enables damage 
detection and damage description. The advantages of this method are following: possibility of 
signal transmission for further distances, sensitivity to changes in the structure integrity. 

Limitations are connected with the interpretation of the data and the necessity for the signal 
modeling. Also, difficulties connected with boundary interaction of the wave and mode separation 
may appear. From that point of view, the necessity of the modeling must be taken into 
consideration. 

Another technique called CVM™ is connected with the crack monitoring. This technique is 
simpler then wave generation. Monitoring is based on local crack detection. Sensors consist of 
multiple measurement galleries. There are two channels in each sensor (connected to vacuum 
generator and ambient pressure). Damage localization is connected with the vacuum generation in 
the measurement galleries. The principle of work has been presented in Fig. 3. Depending on the 
crack length, crack orientation and sensor shape, different pressure variations indicate crack 
propagation under the sensor, which means there is a possibility for crack length estimation. 

 
Fig. 3 Principle of work of the CM™ system  

 
The main advantages of the method are the following: possibility of fast and indirect 

measurement, lack of electrical cabling, on-line monitoring capability (which is very important 
from the point of view of aerospace structure monitoring). The disadvantages are connected with 
the necessity of structure monitoring in „hot – spot” locations and for that reason global 
monitoring is not possible. 
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2.1. CENTRIFUGE FOR MEDICAL TEST OF PILOTS MONITORING 
 

The structure of the centrifuge is similar to the structures used in the aerospace solutions. In that 
case it is possible to determine: spars and ribs, skin and fasteners. Also, there is a similarity 
connected with the materials and geometry. Based on that, it is possible to use monitoring 
techniques similar to those used in aerospace. One of the difficulties for the inspection is button 
head fasteners. For such structures, the classic approach with the use of NDE techniques may not 
be efficient. Based on the AFIT experience of conducting inspections, the critical “hot spots” have 
been determined. 
 

       

       
Fig. 4 Monitoring areas of the strain gauges 

 
In the described areas, the CVM™ sensors as well as strain gauges were applied. At present, the 

application is used for periodical monitoring. Right now, there are being determined work 
packages which may enable system integration with the centrifuge data acquisition system as well 
as works connected with data comparison from CVM sensors with the NDE inspections. 
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